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ScS has nearly 100 stores across the country, from as far
north as Dundee, all the way down to Southampton and
employs more than 1,400 people across the UK.
ScS has evolved from a general home furnishing store into one
of the UK’s leading sofa and carpet specialists. The business
was founded in 1894, in Sunderland, Tyne and Wear. Over the
next 100 years, ScS has experienced huge growth, thanks to
their focus on quality sofas and carpets and putting their
customers first.

Cloud-based and
easy to use

Integrated with SCS’s
NAV software

Fully-managed
with 24/7 support

ScS wanted to streamline their purchasing

of the whole process. NetEDI developed

process and reduce the amount of paper
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requirements for Dynamics NAV.

Their EDI solution also had to automatically

NetEDI provided a full end-to-end service and

export and import data with NAV and

a one-stop-shop for implementing EDI, whilst

ensure data integrity. The solution had to

ensuring communication between all parties

be simple to use and provide full visibility

was clear and consistent.

“Working with NetEDI was straight forward. They were flexible,
responsive and if there was a glitch, they were very good at
finding the problem.” Martin Dale, SCS

As a result of implementing EDI,
ScS were able to significantly
reduce paperwork and streamline
the purchasing process.
We collaborated with The NAV People (ScS’s NAV reseller) to
ensure that automatic processes would replace the manual ones.
NetEDI provided a full end-to-end service for ScS, from
developing NAV specific code to on-boarding suppliers and
offering advice and support.
As a result of implementing EDI, ScS were able to significantly
reduce paperwork, streamline the purchasing process, free up
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their finance team and avoid extra recruitment.

“300,000 of our invoices are now automated
each year. It means we can now focus resource
in value areas that improve supplier experience
and business relationships.”

Used by
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people

“We needed to work with a company that was flexible, understood

Delivering

NAV and our EDI requirements, and could liaise with our suppliers.
NetEDI understood our requirements and built a solution to meet
our needs.”
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Martin Dale, Operations Director.
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